
Eve Double Pro-line DE –
The Eve Double Pro-line DE is Alfen's intelligent charging solution with two sockets and ideal for  
semi-public and public locations. It fulfils all requirements of the Eichrecht law and the charging station 
supports direct payment by Girocard. With its large graphic display, all necessary information such as 
supplied energy, charging speed and transaction details are directly at the user's disposal. The user 
interface provides a very user-friendly charging experience while at the same time offering all first-class 
intelligent charging functionalities.

Iconic design and state-of-the-art 
charging technology



Solid, durable housing
590x338x230 mm (LxWxD)

Optional mounting post 
made from steel

Plug&Charge or RFID with
charging or Girocard

Type 2 socket
until 22kW

7” LED colour display

Safety devices
The Eve Double Pro-line DE is 
already equipped with two type 
B residual current switches. This 
enables a simplified and cost-
reduced electrical pre-installation.

Billing conform to Eichrecht law
The charging station was specially 
developed for billing in conformity 
to Eichrecht law in semi-public 
and public parking lots. It enables 
the user to easily check invoiced 
charging processes.

Intelligent charging
With its completely revised 
software and hardware, the Eve 
Double Pro-line DE supports various 
functionalities such as Smart 
Charging Networks, OCPP 1.6 and 
interoperation with renewables and 
storage via smart meters or energy 
mangement systems.

The charging station

Eve Double Pro-line DE

Viewing window for the MID 
meter conform to Eichrecht law

Alfen Smart Charging Network
Network up to 100 Alfen single 
socket or 50 dual socket charging 
stations on a single site to form 
a social charging network. All 
stations work together to match 
the energy flow with the dynamic 
supply and demand.

Ease of use
The 7" full-colour display makes 
the Alfen Eve Double Pro-line DE a 
user-friendly charge point. It 
provide the user with a clear 
interface that shows a 
transparent overview of costs, 
charging details and payment 
status.

Direct Payment via Giro-e
Alfen chargers support direct 
payment for all Girocard users via 
integrated Giro-e functionalities. 
Via the full colour display a 
seemless and Eichrecht conform 
ad-hoc payment experience is 
provided on the spot. No Girocard? 
Charge cards are still allowed.
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